
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRANSITION TEAM MEETING #1 
Thursday, August 21, 2014 ~ Shooting Star Casino 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 
Alfred Fox Gabe Brisbois Joe Plumer Pam Aspinwall 

Celeste Cloud Hepsi Barnett Lenny Fineday Quinne Goodwin 

Elizabeth St.Clair Jerome Lhotka Lorna LaGue Sharon Enjady-Mitchell 

Emma King Jill Doerfler Marcy Hart Shayna Blue 

Erma Vizenor Joan LaVoy Mike Smith  

Franklin “Bud” Heisler Joe LaGarde Mindy Iverson  

 
1. Introductions 

The team created a circle in the hallway and had some fun trying to catch their neighbor’s finger.  Everyone 

introduced themselves. 
 

2. Chairwoman Erma Vizenor 
Erma provided a background on the 17 years she has worked on reform going back to the 90s.  . Back in 
November the new constitution passed by a vote of 2,780 in favor of adopting and 712 to reject. This is a 
historic time. It’s important to remember, this is the people’s constitution. We are here to carry out the will of 
the people – 80% who voted in favor of the new constitution. The constitution has been challenged in court and 

upheld, it is now the law. She thanked everyone for their willingness to serve on the Transition Team. 

 
3. Pipe Carrier, Tim St.Clair, smudged the room and conducted a pipe ceremony before the team began their 

work 
 

4. Hepsi Barnett, Consultant and Facilitator – Meeting Norms 
Your constitution here has some unique features and fresh ideas.  The people will help determine 
representation.  We are an advisory team. Listen to your community and bring information and ideas back to 
the group. 
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Q: How do we want to operate with each other? What rules should we establish for this team? Comments 
presented included: 

• RESPECTFUL of all opinions  

• Work towards CONSENSUS, it doesn’t mean that we all agree, there needs to be a compromise, 

give & take 

• LISTEN to each other, let whoever is speaking complete their thought 

• STAY ON TASK, focus on the discussion 

• BE ENGAGED AND PRESENT, cell phones are a distraction, keep them silenced 

• PROFESSIONAL by not going out into the community and talking negatively or spreading gossip, 

don’t put negative info into the community 

• PRAYERS, start with praying for guidance from our ancestors – this should be at the beginning of 

each meeting 

• TRANSPARENT, how are we going to share information 

• SPEAK UP so everyone can hear what you are saying 

• COMMITMENT TO ATTEND, be on time, understanding some will have meeting conflicts 

• RECORDING so we can preserve our history and the knowledge shared 

• DISAGREEMENTS should not be taken personal, it is OK to disagree in a respectful manner 

• KNOWLEDGE, if you don’t know, don’t say and definitely don’t gossip 

• SOCIAL MEDIA is a consideration, but do not respond to negative comments with negative 

comments; Shooting Star and Tribal Social Media policies were shared with the team, in the 
meantime, it was agreed to refrain from using social media regarding the Transition Team meetings 

 
5. Hepsi Barnett broke the team into pairs to discuss expectations from the meetings. Comments included: 

• This is an important historic time 

• Change 

• Opportunity to have a positive impact 

• Opportunity to share with the public what we accomplish and our goals 

• Big responsibility to help develop options for the public to decide the constitutional provisions 

• Be a strong voice for the 80% 

• Opportunity to learn and voice an opinion 

• Looking forward to working out clarification on some of the provisions in the constitution 
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• Create a document for others in the world to use and learn from 

• Leave a historical record for schools and our future generations 

• Helping to make a better life for future generations *everyone agreed, this was #1 

• Means to record the historic event occurring now 

• Proactive in educating our children and others on tribal governance 

• Making a trail for those behind us to follow 

 
6. Hepsi Barnett, broke the team into new pairs to discuss their concerns regarding the constitution. Comments 

included: 

• What are our expectations?  We need to clearly define our roles 

• Education is needed to get more people to help 

• Summary of what we have discussed with time for questions 

• Time management 

• Need to ensure accurate information goes out 

• Keep momentum 

• Outspoken people against the constitution, keep them in mind, but keep moving forward 

• Need to streamline message to MCT, ask the other bands/nations to stand with us and help people 

understand the relationship/roles – MCT believes we cannot move forward without them 

• Lack of understanding of MCT role, responsibilities, purpose, relationship (of people & staff) 

• Take control of social media, have our own Facebook site or use the White Earth Nation site 

• How are we going to actually implement the new constitution 

• Empower our people, we have the population to hold the power 

• How do we help new enrollees learn who we are 

• This is our future 

• Resources, need to be careful we do not deplete our resources 

 
7. Hepsi Barnett, had the team complete a historical post-it exercise on the board (see attachment for results).  

She asked the team to consider what can we take from our history as we carry forward? Comments included: 
a. 1st Pow wow, bringing people together 

b. Adaptation and resiliency 
c. Importance of knowing our history 
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d. Kinship ties – depending on each other 
e. Our work will impact future generations 
f. Governance, it will no longer be Washington D.C. in control as we move back to self-governance, we 

had self-determination for thousands of years, then we adapted, now moving back to self-governance 

g. If you don’t know your history it is hard to know where you are going 
h. We have always known who we are 
i. We have to assert our sovereignty today 
j. Sovereignty is from the people 

 
Comments on the history post-it exercise include: 

• Our last pow wow marked 144 years 

• White Earth Reservation was originally formed for all the Ojibwe people, although it didn’t result in that 

• Looking back, we can see things have not always been easy. Imagine what it was like for our 

ancestors 

• Things have not always been static, they always change and we need to look forward to ensure we 

continue to survive – for our future generations 

• Troubled that individually we didn’t know so much about our own history, it has an impact  

• Consider not only the events, but also the people, they were resilient and adapted. 

• Brings us back to reality, although we may know that, this renews it, remember before although our 

people served in the war, there was a time when they couldn’t even go into a bar and order a drink 

• We pulled together as a people with kinship ties 

• Our people didn’t stop at obstacles, they kept moving forward 

• The events had an impact and the responses at that time impact us today 

• If we’re going to be self-governed, we can’t wait for the U.S. government to hand it down to us, before 

the 1800s we did it ourselves 

• The termination policy impacted, they were trying to do away with us 

• We previously had self-determination  

• There were a lot of political impacts that happened to us 

• If you don’t know who you are or where you’ve been, you don’t know where you’re going 

• We need to exert ourselves as a sovereign nation, hang on to it and retain it 

• We still exist and we still struggle, but we exist because of our ancestors 
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8. Jill Doerfler (Consultant and Transition Team member), conducted a presentation on the history of the 
Constitution of the White Earth Nation, and the Constitutional Conventions that were held 2007-2009. She 
noted that there is lots of new historic information on the White Earth website and encouraged T-Team 
members to check it out and let others know.  http://www.whiteearth.com/programs/?program_id=24  

 
9. Lorna LaGue (Constitutional Reform Project Director and Transition Team member) concluded the meeting 

with a discussion on future meetings: 

• The team agreed that they want to have meetings recorded to preserve the history 

• Discussion on alternates, consensus was they would not be needed as all meetings will be well 

documented 

• Discussion on size of team, if anyone else is interested, we will discuss it together at the next meeting 

 
The next meeting was tentatively scheduled for Wednesday, September 10, 2014.  The team agreed Shooting Star 
Casino was a convenient location and to keep the meeting time the same (8:30am until about 12:30pm).   

 
Future meeting dates (tentative): 

• Wednesday, October 8th 

• Wednesday, November 12th 

• Wednesday, December 10th 
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White Earth History 

Pre 1800s 
• Traditional games: lacrosse, moccasin game 

• Creation story 

• Migration from east to settle and live where food grows on water (manomin) 

• Treaties with tribes were developed 

• Traditional wild ricing 

• 7 Native Teachings 

• Seven fires prophecy, from east to here – now in 7th sacred fire 

• Able to provide for ourselves 

• Healthier as a nation 

• Self sustaining 
1450s –  

• Doctrine of discovery, justification to claim indigenous lands 
1788 –  

• US Constitution, Indian Tribes (nations) commerce clause 

1800 
1825 –  

• Prairie du Chien Treaty, separated Ojibwe and Dakota territory 
1832 –  

• Indian Prohibition Law – Illegal to sell alcohol to Indians 

1850 
? 

• First Annual White Earth Pow Wow 
1850s –  

• Treaty recognition 

• White Earth Tribe established before Minnesota is a state 
1850s – 1860s –  

• Boarding school era 
1855 –  

• Treaty of Washington, established off-reservation gathering rights in 13 million acre 1855 
Treaty area, Treaty ceded territory between feds and Mississippi Band, health services, 
education 

 

 



1858 –  

• Minnesota statehood (seal shows hardworking farmer with the Indian disappearing in the 
background) 

1867 – 

• White Earth created as one reservation for all Ojibwe people of MN & WI (& maybe ND), Treaty 
creating White Earth Nation 

1868 –  

• June 14th first arrivals at White Earth 
1870 –  

• First annual pow wow at White Earth 
1886 –  

• First Reservation Newspaper Established 
1887 –  

• Dawes Act 
1889 –  

• Nelson Act broke up land 

1900 
1900s –  

• Jingle dress made 

• Grass Dance? 
1901 –  

• Allotment started 
1913 –  

• Allotment Investigation (blood rolls created. blood quantums established by scientists based 
on “scientific” data such as cranial measurement, scratching of the skin, etc.) 

1914-1918 –  

• WWI, Natives fought in the war but returned to a country where they weren’t even citizen 
 
1924 –  

• Indians became citizens (but discrimination continued, should have had the right to vote but 
didn’t always) 

1928 –  

• Meriam Report 
1930s –  

• Tuberculosis epidemic within White Earth contributed to language loss 
1934 –  

• Wheeler Howard Act (Indian Reorganization Act - IRA) 

• Johnson O’Malley (JOM) 

 



1936 -  

• MCT Constitution (first one) 
1937 –  

• White Earth Charter under original MCT constitution, creating the first WE Council 

• Gabe was born 
1940s –  

• Boarding schools 
1947 –  

• Marcy was born 

1950 
1950s & continuing into 60s – Relocation of our families to far off urban centers 
 
1953 –  

• P.L. 280 

• Indian Prohibition Laws Repealed 

1960 
1960s continuing through the 70s the State of MN attempted to control tribal hunting/gathering rights 
which impacted a number of cases that were decided in favor of tribes 

  
1960s –  

• Boarding schools closed 

• AIM brings Indian concerns to national forefront 
1960 –  

• Jack Pine/Rice Lake introduction of electricity to the village 
1961 –  

• MCT implemented blood quantum criteria (new requirement became one-quarter MCT blood) 
 

1963 and 1964 –  

• MCT Constitution revised (voted on by the people in 1963 and approved by the Secretary of 
Interior in 1964) 

1968 –  

• Indian Civil Rights Act 
1970s –  

• White Earth Mission School closes 

• Chemical dependency funded in State of MN 
1971 –  

• Economic development form tax on mineral rights - mining 

 



1972 –  

• Pine Point School legislation to separate from Park Rapids School District 

• MCT Constitution revised 
1974 –  

• Formation of Conservation Department 
1975 –  

• Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act 

• Marlon Brando comes to White Earth 
1977 -  Clark vs State of Minnesota 
1978 –  

• Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) 

• Circle of Life School started 

• Indian Religious Freedom Act 

1980 
   

1980s –  

• Throughout 80s and into 90s Erma protested, tribal building take over 
1982 –  

• White Earth vs Alexander 
1986 –  

• WELSA (White Earth Land Settlement Act) 
 1988 –  

• Indian Gaming Regulatory Act 
1990s –  

• Churches abandon many communities 
 

 1991 –  

• Shooting Star Casino opens 
1996 –  

• Stone decision 
1997 –  

• White Earth Tribal & Community College established 
1998 –  

• White Earth begins constitutional reform 

 



 

2000 
2004 –   

• Erma Vizenor, Tribal Chair 
2006 –  

• MCT Constitution Revised 
2007 –   

• White Earth Self Governance Compact 

• First Constitutional Convention held at White Earth 
2008 –  

• Naytahwaush Charter School established 
2009 –  

• New White Earth Tribal building 

• Ratification of the Constitution of the White Earth Nation for Citizen Referendum 
2010 –  

• Tribal Law & Order Act passed 

• UN Declaration of Indigenous people 
2012 –  

• Tribal Law & Order Act, White Earth first and only Tribe in the U.S. 

• New Circle of Life School 

• White Earth first tribe to assume responsibility for the delivery of human services programs, 
transferred from counties 

2013 –  

• Nelson Act Settlement 

• White Earth & MCT pass wolf sanctuary 

• Citizen Referendum Held to Approve Proposed Constitution of the White Earth Nation and 80% 
Vote to Approve Constitution  

2014 –  

• Dialysis center opens 

• Enbridge pipeline tries to go through tribal lands 
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